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Abstract: High renewables penetrated power systems would be greatly influenced by the uncertainty
of variable renewable energy such as wind power and photovoltaic power. Unlike wind and
photovoltaic plant, concentrating solar power with thermal energy storage has similar dispatchable
characteristics as conventional thermal unit. Besides, thermal energy storage could support the
coordinated operation of concentrating solar power with an electrical heater, which can be employed
to convert surplus electricity in the grid into thermal power stored in thermal energy storage for
further utilization. In this paper, concentrating solar power is incorporated into a chance-constrained
two-stage stochastic unit commitment model. The model considers the energy and reserve services of
concentrating solar power and the uncertainty of renewables. The proposed method is employed to
assess the role of a concentrating solar power station with thermal energy storage and an electrical
heater to provide grid flexibility in high renewables penetrated power systems. Numerical studies
are performed on a modified IEEE 24-bus system to validate the viability of the proposed method for
the day-ahead stochastic scheduling. The results demonstrate the economic and reliable value of
concentrating solar power station to the improvement of unit commitment schedule, to the mitigation
of wind uncertainty and photovoltaic uncertainty, and to the reduction of traditional unit reserve
requirement. It is concluded that concentrating solar power with thermal energy storage and an
electrical heater is effective in promoting the further penetration of renewables.

Keywords: concentrating solar power; high renewables penetration; electric heater; stochastic unit
commitment; reserve service; chance-constrained optimization

1. Introduction

The acceleration of renewable energy penetration is an irresistible trend of a power system to
reduce energy crises and environmental problems [1]. However, compared with traditional thermal
units, the variability and uncertainty of renewable energy such as wind power and solar photovoltaic
(PV) pose great challenges to power system operation. Under the circumstance that the power system
lacks operational flexibility, utilization of the costly electricity storage [2] and employment of the large
amount of scheduled reserves [3] are common solutions to reduce the uncertainty of wind power and
PV power. These methods lack cost-effectiveness in accommodating large-scale renewable energy.

In this light, the development of concentrating solar power (CSP) provides a new approach for
renewable energy exploitability due to its dispatchability through using high-efficiency thermal energy
storage (TES) [4]. Li et al. [5] and Gafurov et al. [6] simulated a sole TES system and a two-tank
indirect TES system respectively and analyzed the dynamic characteristics of TES to provide flexible
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thermal energy. A CSP station with TES collects direct normal irradiation (DNI) during the daytime
by converting it into thermal power, which is partially stored in TES and generates electricity as
needed. Even in the cloudy day or at night, large-capacity TES enables CSP station to shift solar
energy between different days to satisfy the load demand [7,8]. Besides, the capital cost of TES in a
CSP station is $15/kWh, which is 1/10 of grid-connected electricity storage cost [9]. Furthermore, TES
supports the coordinated operation between a CSP and electrical heater (EH). The incorporation of
an EH enhances controllability of CSP to convert excess electricity in the power system into thermal
energy for subsequent runs. In summary, the dispatchability of CSP with TES/EH would be an optimal
choice to reduce renewable energy integration challenges and promote the power system to high
renewables penetration.

Currently, much research is absorbed in the optimized operation strategy of CSP station [10,11]
and economic benefit of a CSP station [12,13]. Additionally, the majority of works incorporated the
CSP model into an electricity market, and addressed the strategic operation of CSP to maximize
market profits [14,15]. With the increased CSP capacity, a CSP plant is definitely connected to
the power system and receives the dispatching instructions. However, fewer studies analyzed the
optimization of CSP operation from the perspective of the power system. Kroposki et al. [16] considered
capitalized cost of the renewable energy and the transmission line, and discussed the probability
of 100% renewables-dominated power system involving a CSP station. Jorge et al. [17] established
a scheduling model to minimize the operating costs, and analyzed the economic benefits bought
by the flexibility of a CSP in the renewable-dominated power system, however, the aspect of grid
infrastructure expansion was not considered, where a CSP could provide cost advantages compared
to other intermittent renewable technologies. Chen et al. [18] simulated a power system dispatching
model with a CSP station to analyze the function of a CSP in reducing operating cost and renewables
curtailment, however, the uncertainty of renewables was not considered. Du et al. [19] proposed a
stochastic unit commitment (UC) and economic dispatch (ED) approach to evaluate the benefits of a
CSP station for providing energy and extra reserve, but the results had geographical limitations and
the simplified hypotheses needed further evaluation.

From the power system perspective, the optimization of a CSP station operation would not only
concentrate on the energy services to reduce the overall operating cost of power system and increase
renewables penetration, but also pays attention to the additional value of a CSP station to produce
reserve services. Michael et al. [20] examined the mutual exclusion or complementarities among
different benefits of a CSP station involving power generation profits, capacity benefits, reserve services
and peak-shaving services. Pozo et al. [21] investigated the economic and advantages of a CSP reserve
and EH reserve, but the results only verified the complementary effects among the CSP reserve and
thermal unit reserve. In addition, there is a reasonable economic utilization range for renewable energy.
The pursuit of 100% consumption would greatly increase the reserve scheduling cost and restrict the
power system to receive more renewable energy, which greatly hinders the development of renewable
energy. Luo et al. [22] set the minimum objective of the system power failure loss cost and the unit
operating cost to optimize the system reserve, which could balance system economy and reliability.
However, the global optimum results could not be guaranteed due to the spinning reserve and system
operation were optimized separately. Wu et al. [23] formulated the chance constraints including
loss-of-load probability (LOLP), reserve requirements and line flow limits, which were converted into
a linear programming model and was solved by a decomposition-based method.

In this work, in order to estimate benefits of a CSP station in the high renewables penetrated
power system, a chance-constrained stochastic unit commitment model with a CSP station is proposed.
A scenario-based method is employed to represent the uncertainty of renewable energy [24,25].
The reserve planning method takes into account the chance constraints including “expected load not
served (ELNS)” and “expected wind and solar curtailment (EWVS)” and optimizes reserve scheduling
and system operation coordinately. The main contribution of our contributions can be summarized
as follows.
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(1) A two stage stochastic UC model is established to research on the economic and reliable values of
a CSP with TES/EH in the high renewables penetrated power system, concerning the uncertainty
of wind power, PV and the solar energy received by CSP.

(2) A chance-constrained method is employed in UC model to optimize the system reserves according
to the scenario-based renewable energy forecast data.

(3) The dispatchability and profitability of a CSP with TES/EH in unit commitment are verified
through the comparative experiments among various system configurations.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model of a CSP station
with TES and EH equipment. Section 3 develops chance-constrained stochastic unit commitment
model. A number of case studies based on IEEE-RTS 24 nodes system are carried out in Section 4 and
discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes our research.

2. Model of Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) Station Equipped with Thermal Energy Storage
(TES) and Electrical Heater (EH)

CSP utilizes solar power to generate electricity just like PV station, however, the conversion
process of CSP is totally different from PV. CSP station is composed of four main parts, namely solar
field (SF), TES system, power block (PB), additional EH equipment and the corresponding cleaning
vehicle [26]. Heat transfer fluid (HTF) realizes the thermal cycling among different blocks. CSP station
collects solar energy in SF to heat HTF. The heated HTF partially flows into PB to drive the steam
turbine and then generates electricity. The rest of HTF could be stored in TES as thermal energy to
be further used [27]. The capability of CSP station to utilize TES system makes CSP a dispatchable
resource as thermal unit. EH equipment could absorb excess electricity in the power system and
convert it into thermal energy to be stored in the TES system for later conversion. Therefore, EH
could exploit the excess room of TES and expand the operating range of CSP station. The detailed
configuration of grid-connected CSP station is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Configuration of a two-tank concentrating solar power (CSP) station with electrical heater
(EH) equipment.

From the aspect of the power dispatching system, the model of CSP station could ignore the
short-time dynamic process of energy exchange, and concentrate on the power flow and operation
constraints among different modules [28]. Based on the operation mechanism of CSP, this paper
proposes a linear steady-state dispatch model of a CSP station which is applicable for the incorporation
into the dispatching system. The operating state of a grid-connected CSP station with TES and EH
equipment could be reflected by mixed integer linear constraints. The simplified energy flow is
illustrated in Figure 2.
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From the perspective of HTF, the energy flowing into a CSP station involves two main parts:
thermal energy from SF (qSF_HTF

c,t ) and thermal energy from EH (qEH_HTF
c,t ). Correspondingly, the energy

consumed by a CSP station includes thermal energy exchange of TES (qHTF_TES
c,t − qTES_HTF

c,t ) and thermal

energy consumption by PB (qHTF_PB
c,t ). The possible thermal energy dissipation is the solar power

curtailment in SF and the loss in charging and discharging process, which is embodied in the efficiency
parameters. The power balance can be expressed by Equations (1)–(4).

qSF_HTF
c,t + qEH_HTF

c,t = (qHTF_TES
c,t − qTES_HTF

c,t ) + qHTF_PB
c,t ,∀t,∀c (1)

qSF_HTF
c,t = qSF,0

c,t − pCSP,cur
c,t /ηPB

c ,∀t,∀c (2)

qTES,cha
c,t = ηTES,cha

c qHTF_TES
c,t ,∀t,∀c (3)

qTES,dis
c,t = qTES_HTF

c,t /ηTES,dis
c ,∀t,∀c (4)

where, qSF
,c,t is the point forecast of thermal power converted from solar power; PCSP,cur

c,t represents

the possible power spillage of CSP station; ηPB
c means the efficiency of PB; qTES,cha

c,t , qTES,dis
c,t stand for

the actual charging and discharging thermal power of the TES system respectively; ηTES,cha
c , ηTES,dis

c
represent the charging and discharging efficiency of the TES system respectively.

The TES system possesses three operating states: charging, discharging and thermal equilibrium.
The thermal power balance and the upper-lower limits are given by Equations (5) and (6). Besides,
during the operation day, the state of charge (SOC) of the TES system is assumed to restore to the initial
state at the end of the day which is shown in Equation (7).

ETES
c,t = (1− γTES

c )ETES
c,t−1 + (qTES,cha

c,t − qTES,dis
c,t )∆t ,∀t > 1 ,∀c (5)

ETES,+
c ≤ ETES

c,t ≤ ETES,−
c ,∀t,∀c (6)

ETES
c,t = ETES

c,t+23 , t = 1, ∀c (7)

where, ETES
c,t , ETES

c,t−1 represent the SOC of TES at time t and t − 1; Thermal energy loss is represented by

parameter γTES
c ; 4t stands for the time interval; ETES,

+c , ETES,−
c show the upper-lower limits of the SOC

of TES.
Equations (8) and (9) set the charging and discharging rate of the TES system. When the on/off

state variables of charging function (oTES,cha
c,t ) and discharging function (oTES,dis

c,t ) are equal to 1, the

feasible interval of charging and discharging rate of TES system is [0, qTES,max
c ].

0 ≤ qTES,dis
c,t ≤ oTES,dis

c,t qTES,max
c ,∀t,∀c (8)
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0 ≤ qTES,cha
c,t ≤ oTES,cha

c,t qTES,max
c ,∀t,∀c (9)

Equations (10)–(12) describe the relationship between the on/off state variable and the starting-up
variable. The charging and discharging state could not happen simultaneously, and the TES discharging
would arise only if the PB on/off state variable (oPB

c,t ) is equal to 1. If the TES charging state is on, EH
could absorb energy from the grid and the EH on/off state variable (oEH

c,t ) is equal to 1.

oTES,cha
c,t + oTES,dis

c,t ≤ 1 ,∀t,∀c (10)

oTES,dis
c,t ≤ oPB

c,t ,∀t,∀c (11)

oTES,cha
c,t ≥ oEH

c,t ,∀t,∀c (12)

Concerning the PB system, this paper shows the linear relationship between the input thermal
energy (qHTF_PB

c,t ) and the output power of PB (pCSP
c,t ) shown in Equation (13). Equation (14) guarantees

the power output range of PB system [PPB,min
c , PPB,max

c ] when the PB system is on (oPB
c,t = 1).

ηPB
c (qHTF_PB

c,t − uPB
c,t EPB,st

c ) = PCSP
c,t ,∀t,∀c (13)

oPB
c,t PPB,min

c ≤ PCSP
c,t ≤ oPB

c,t PPB,max
c ,∀t,∀c (14)

where, uPB
c,t denotes the start-up variable of PB; EPB,st

c represents the initial power needed to start the
PB system.

The power output of the EH (pEH
c,t ) is constrained between [PEH,min

c , PEH,max
c ] when the on/off

variable of EH is on (oEH
c,t = 1) which is shown in Equation (15).

oEH
c,t PEH,min

c ≤ PEH
c,t ≤ oEH

c,t PEH,max
c ,∀t,∀c (15)

The power output of the grid-connected CSP station (PNET
c,t ) is denoted by Equation (16).

PNET
c,t = PCSP

c,t − PEH
c,t ,∀t,∀c (16)

The power output of PB has the similar constraints to the thermal units, such as the ramping
constraints shown in Equations (17) and (18) and the minimum on/off time constraints described in
Equations (19) and (20).

PCSP
c,t − PCSP

c,t−1 ≤ (2− oPB
c,t−1 − oPB

c,t )P
PB,min
c + (1 + oPB

c,t−1 − oPB
c,t )∆PPB,up

c ,∀t > 1,∀c (17)

PCSP
c,t−1 − PCSP

c,t ≤ (2− oPB
c,t−1 − oPB

c,t )P
PB,min
c + (1− oPB

c,t−1 + oPB
c,t )∆PPB,dn

c ,∀t > 1,∀c (18)

where, 4PPB,up
c , 4PPB,dn

c formulate the upper-lower limit of ramping rate respectively.

(oPB
c,t − oPB

c,t−1)T
PB,on
c,min +

t−1∑
τ=t−TPB,on

c,min−1

oPB
c,τ ≥ 0 ,∀t > 1,∀c (19)

(oPB
c,t−1 − oPB

c,t )T
PB,o f f
c,min +

t−1∑
τ=t−TPB,o f f

c,min −1

(1− oPB
c,τ) ≥ 0 ,∀t > 1,∀c (20)

where, TPB,on
c,min , TPB,o f f

c,min represent the minimum on time and off time respectively.
Other related constraints of CSP station are depicted in Equations (21)–(23).

oPB
c,t − oPB

c,t−1 ≤ uPB
c,t ,∀t > 1,∀c (21)
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uPB
c,t ≤ oPB

c,t ,∀t,∀c (22)

uPB
c,t ≤ 1− oPB

c,t−1 ,∀t > 1,∀c (23)

3. Chance-Constraint Two-Stage Stochastic Unit Commitment

3.1. Uncertainty of Renewables

In this section, renewable energy scenarios are generated for the stochastic UC program. In this
paper, s represents the index of second-stage scenario from 1 to Ns. The time interval t is set a 1 h. Wind
generation fluctuation (wWIND, f ore

w,t,s ), PV generation fluctuation (vPV, f ore
v,t,s ) and solar power fluctuation in

SF of CSP station (qSF, f ore
c,t,s ) are considered as random functions. In this paper, the point forecast of load

is generally hypothesized to be accurate, in other words, the uncertainty of load is ignored. The point
forecast of load is L0

n,t.
Probabilistic forecasting is the widely used method to provide the inherent uncertainty of

renewables [29]. For a given point forecast of renewable energy, probability distribution functions are
necessary to gain the future realization of renewables [30]. Currently, much previous research concerns
the probability distribution functions, involving Gaussian distribution function [31], Beta distribution
function [32,33] and truncated normal distribution function [34]. In this paper, network constraints are
not involved in the proposed model. Therefore, because of the central limit theorem, the wind and PV
production random functions could be simply described by Gaussian distributions with zero-mean
Gaussian distributed errors within each time interval [21,35].

The wind power distribution function is described as Equation (24).

wWIND, f ore
w,t,s ∼ N(wWIND,0

w,t , σWIND,v
w,t ) = wWIND,0

w,t + eWIND,e
w,t,s , ∀t,∀w,∀s (24)

where, wWIND,0
w,t represents the point forecast of wind power; eWIND,e

w,t,s denotes the zero-mean Gaussian
distributed forecast errors.

The PV distribution function is described as Equation (25).

vPV, f ore
v,t,s ∼ N(vPV,0

v,t , σPV,v
v,t ) = vPV,0

v,t + ePV,e
v,t,s , ∀t,∀v,∀s (25)

where, vPV
,v,t represents the point forecast of PV station; ePV,e

v,t,s denotes the zero-mean Gaussian distributed
forecast errors.

As for the CSP station, it is acknowledged that CSP is a partially dispatchable resource, however,
in order to guarantee the credibility and stability of the results, the uncertainty of solar power in the SF
section could not be simply ignored. More specifically, although the power output of the CSP station
has no direct relationship with the instantaneous irritation owing to the large-capacity TES system,
problems would come because the SOC of the TES system should restore to the initial state at the
end of the day [3]. The storage level of TES would be affected by the uncertain DNI absorbed from
the SF capsule, and would influence the power output of CSP. Therefore, it is necessary to take into
account the uncertainty of solar energy received by SF in the stochastic scenarios. The CSP distribution
function is described as Equation (26).

qSF, f ore
c,t,s ∼ N(qSF,0

c,t , σSF,v
c,t ) = qSF,0

c,t + eSF,e
c,t,s , ∀t,∀c,∀s (26)

where, qSF,0
c,t is the point forecast of thermal energy converted from solar power; eSF,e

c,t,s denotes the
zero-mean Gaussian distributed forecast errors.

The net equivalent load is defined as the difference between load and the power output of wind
power and PV power described in Equation (27). Equation (28) describes the mean and variance of the
net equivalent load. CSP is assumed to be the controllable resource as a thermal unit.
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LEQ, f ore
t,s =

∑NN
n=1 L0

n,t − (
∑NW

w=1 wWIND, f ore
w,t,s +

∑NV
v=1 vPV, f ore

v,t,s ), ∀t,∀s
∼ N(LEQ,0

t , σt)
(27)

LEQ,0
t =

∑NN
n=1 L0

n,t − (
∑NW

w=1 wWIND,0
w,t +

∑NV
v=1 vPV,0

v,t ), ∀t

σ2
t = (NWσ

WIND,v
w,t )

2
+ (NVσ

PV,v
v,t )

2
, ∀t

(28)

Finally, based on the Gaussian distribution in each hour, a Latin hypercube sampling (LSH)
technique [29] is employed to generate an appropriate number of power scenarios. Compared with
Monte Carlo sampling, LSH adopts the stratified sampling method which could restore the probability
distribution function with fewer samples [36]. The K-means clustering algorithm [37] is employed
for the scenario reduction with little loss of statistical information. The reduced scenario sets could
approximately represent the original power scenarios and could be calculated in unit commitment
easily. Each scenario is associated with a scenario probability.

3.2. Scenario-Based Day-Ahead Unit Commitment

Oriented to the high renewables penetrated system, the proposed model of two-stage
chance-constraint stochastic unit commitment could be used to optimize the day-ahead power
generation scheme. With the consideration of the intermittency of renewable energy, power generation
scheduling and spinning reserve scheduling are optimized simultaneously in the stochastic UC model.
Furthermore, based on chance-constrained optimization, a reserve planning method is proposed to
balance system reliability and economy, concerning thermal unit reserves and CSP reserves.

Day-ahead UC programming is separated into two parts. Based on the point forecast of renewables,
the first stage of UC model optimizes the expected day-ahead generation, start-up and reserve decisions
of each plant. The second stage of UC model is formulated to guarantee that the decisions made in the
first stage could be deployed to handle the deviation between the expected point forecast of renewables
and the probabilistic forecast of renewables in each pre-decided scenario.

In this paper, the proposed reserve decision planning is different from the traditional planning
model. The traditional reserve decision making usually adopts spinning reserve according to the
historical experience, and lacks reliability and economy [38,39]. In order to address the above issue, the
chance-constraint reserve planning model is proposed to ensure that under various stochastic scenarios,
the scheduled reserves could satisfy the system reliability requirements (EENS, EWVS) within the
specified probability. Meanwhile, the reliability requirements are introduced in the objective function
concerning economic dispatch. Therefore, the proposed reserve planning guarantees the reliable and
economic requirements simultaneously.

3.2.1. Objective

The objective of UC model is to reduce the system operating costs (CostSys) including generation
scheduling costs and economic dispatch costs. Generation scheduling costs (CostGC) are the first
stage day-ahead costs, involving the fuel cost, the start-up cost and the reserve scheduling cost
for the thermal units. Economic dispatch costs (CostDC) are the second stage costs, including the
scenario-based spinning reserve deploying cost for thermal unit, the generating cost for the CSP and
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EH, and the penalty cost for load shedding and renewables spillage. The detailed objective is depicted
in Equation (29).

min CostSys = CostGC + CostDC

=
NT∑
t=1
{

NG∑
g=1

(CG
g,t + STG

g,t + CG,up
g RG,up

g,t + CG,dn
g RG,dn

g,t )

+
NS∑
s=1

πs[
NG∑
g=1

(cG,up
g rG,up

g,t,s + cG,dn
g rG,dn

g,t,s ) +
NC∑
c=1

(CCSP
c PCSP

c,t,s + CEH
c PEH

c,t,s)

+
NN∑
n=1

cLLcur
n,t,s+

NW∑
w=1

cWPW,cur
w,t,s +

NV∑
v=1

cVPPV,cur
v,t,s +

NC∑
c=1

cPPCSP,cur
c,t,s ]}

(29)

where, CG
g,t, STG

g,t represent the fuel cost and the start-up cost for thermal unit respectively; CG,up
g , CG,dn

g

stand for the coefficient of up/down reserve scheduling cost for thermal unit respectively; RG,up
g,t , RG,dn

g,t

describe the scheduled up/down reserve for thermal unit respectively; cG,up
g , cG,dn

g are the coefficient of

up/down reserve deploying cost for thermal unit respectively; rG,up
g,t,s , rG,dn

g,t,s denote the deployed up/down

reserve for thermal unit in stochastic scenarios respectively; CCSP
c , CEH

c are defined as the coefficient
of CSP and EH generating costs, respectively; PCSP

c,t,s , PEH
c,t,s formulate the power output of the CSP and

EH in stochastic scenarios respectively; cL, cW, cV, cP represent the coefficient of penalty costs for load
shedding, wind power spillage, PV spillage and CSP spillage respectively; Lcur

n,t,s, PW,cur
w,t,s , PPV,cur

v,t,s , PCSP,cur
c,t,s

respectively demonstrate the quantity of load shedding, wind power spillage, PV spillage and CSP
spillage; πs is the scenario probability. NT shows the time span of the test. NS, NG, NN, NW, NV and NC
illustrate the quantity of scenarios, thermal units, load, wind stations, PV stations and CSP stations.

3.2.2. The First-Stage Constraint

The first stage is employed to optimize the day-ahead generation, start-up and scheduled reserve
decisions for each plant. The first stage constraints are based on the point forecast of wind and
solar power.

(1) Thermal unit constraints

Equations (30) and (31) set the minimum on and off time constraints. The relationships between
unit status variables and start-up variables are described by Equation (32). Equations (33) and (34)
show the ramping limits. Equations (35)–(37) ensure the capability of thermal units to provide reserve
services within the operating range.

(oG
g,t − oG

g,t−1)T
G,on
g,min +

t−1∑
τ=t−TG,on

g,min−1

oG
g,τ ≥ 0 ,∀t > 1,∀g (30)

(oG
g,t−1 − oG

g,t)T
G,o f f
g,min +

t−1∑
τ=t−TG,o f f

g,min−1

(1− oG
g,τ) ≥ 0 ,∀t > 1,∀g (31)

oG
g,t − oG

g,t−1 ≤ uG
g,t, uG

g,t ≤ oG
g,t, uG

g,t ≤ 1− oG
g,t−1 ,∀t > 1,∀g (32)

PG
g,t − PG

g,t−1 ≤ (2− oG
g,t−1 − oG

g,t)P
G,min
g + (1 + oG

g,t−1 − oG
g,t)∆PG,up

g ,∀t > 1,∀g (33)

PG
g,t−1 − PG

g,t ≤ (2− oG
g,t−1 − oG

g,t)P
G,min
g + (1− oG

g,t−1 + oG
g,t)∆PG,dn

g ,∀t > 1,∀g (34)

PG
g,t + RG,up

g,t ≤ oG
g,tP

G,max
g ,∀t,∀g (35)

PG
g,t −RG,dn

g,t ≥ oG
g,tP

G,min
g ,∀t,∀g (36)
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0 ≤ RG,up
g,t ≤ oG

g,tR
G,up,+
g , 0 ≤ RG,dn

g,t ≤ oG
g,tR

G,dn,+
g ,∀t,∀g (37)

where, oG
g,t, oG

g,t−1 are the status variable of thermal unit at time t and t− 1 respectively; uG
g,t represents the

start-up variables of thermal unit; TG,on
g,min, TG.o f f

g,min respectively denote the minimum on and off time; PG
g,t,

PG
g,t−1 represent the power output of thermal unit at time t and t − 1 respectively; PG,max

g , PG,min
g stand

for the maximum and minimum power output of thermal unit respectively; 4PG,up
g , 4PG,dn

g describe the

up and down ramping limit for thermal unit respectively; RG,up
g,t , RG,dn

g,t describe the scheduled up/down

reserve for thermal unit respectively. RG,up
,+g , RG,dn,

+g denote the maximum up and down reserve for
thermal unit to ensure the generation efficiency respectively.

The start-up cost includes the hot start cost and the cold start cost. For each thermal unit, the
start-up cost (STG

g,t) is classified by the idle time of unit before it is starts, namely start-up time. The set
maximum hot start-up time m, and the test time M determine the classification of the start process.
Where, Kg,n is the coefficient of the start-up cost; hcg represents the coefficient of the hot start cost; ccg

decides the coefficient of the cold start cost. The piecewise linearized Equation (38) is formulated in
which the start-up time between 0 and m − 1 would be classified as hot start, and the time between m
and M would be considered as a cold start.

STG
g,t ≥ Kg,n(oG

g,t −
M∑

n=1
oG

g,t−n)

STG
g,t ≥ 0

Kg,1:m−1 = hcg, Kg,m:M = ccg

,∀t,∀g (38)

The piecewise linearized Equation (39) calculates the fuel cost of thermal unit.

CG
g,t ≥ ag,tPG

g,t + bg,toG
g,t ,∀t,∀g (39)

where, ag,t and bg,t represent the coefficient of fuel cost.

(2) CSP and EH constraints

The operation constraints of the CSP and EH are described in the feasible operation space shown
in Equations (1)–(23).

When incorporated into the power system, CSP and EH provide energy services as well as
reserve services.

Equations (40)–(44) demonstrate the up/down spinning reserve scheduling constraints of TES
system. When the PB system is on, the up spinning reserve (RPB,up

c,t ) is limited by the upper limit of
PB operating range and the room of available power releasing of TES system. Similarly, the down
spinning reserve (RPB,dn

c,t ) is constrained by the lower limit of operation space and the remaining space
of the TES system.

RPB,up
c,t ≤ oPB

c,t · (P
PB,max
c − PCSP

c,t ) ,∀t,∀c (40)

RPB,up
c,t ≤ oPB

c,t · ( ETES
c,t − ETES,−

c )ηPB
c ,∀t,∀c (41)

RPB,dn
c,t ≤ oPB

c,t · (P
CSP
c,t − PPB,min

c ) ,∀t,∀c (42)

RPB,dn
c,t ≤ oPB

c,t · ( ETES,+
c − ETES

c,t )ηPB
c ,∀t,∀c (43)

0 ≤ RPB,up
c,t ≤ oPB

c,t RPB,up,+
c , 0 ≤ RPB,dn

c,t ≤ oPB
c,t RPB,dn,+

c ,∀t,∀c (44)

where, RPB,up,+
c , RPB,dn,+

c denote the maximum up and down reserve for each unit to ensure the
generation efficiency.
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Equations (40)–(43) are composed of bilinear terms which belong to the non-deterministic
polynomial hard (NP-Hard) problem. This kind of problem could not be calculated directly only if it is
linearized. In this paper, the McCormick convex envelope method, namely Big-M method, is utilized
to linearize the bilinear terms [39]. The detailed method is shown in Appendix A.

Equations (45)–(47) demonstrate the up/down spinning reserve scheduling constraints of EH
equipment. By contrast with the CSP plant and the traditional thermal unit, the EH equipment
consumes the excess electricity in the power system and responds quickly without set ramping rate.
The EH provides up spinning reserve (REH,up

c,t ) and down spinning reserve (REH,dn
c,t ) through decreasing

and increasing electricity consumptions.

PEH
c,t −REH,up

c,t ≥ oEH
c,t PEH,min

c ,∀t,∀c (45)

PEH
c,t + REH,dn

c,t ≤ oEH
c,t PEH,max

c ,∀t,∀c (46)

0 ≤ REH,up
c,t ≤ oEH

c,t REH,up,+
c , 0 ≤ REH,dn

c,t ≤ oEH
c,t REH,dn,+

c ,∀t,∀c (47)

where, oEH
c,t is the status variable of EH; REH,up,+

c , REH,dn,+
c denote the maximum up and down reserve

for each EH unit.

(3) Wind power and photovoltaic (PV) constraints

Equations (48) and (49) formulate the power output range of wind power and PV station. The wind
power (PWIND

w,t ) and the PV power (PPV
v,t ) are definitely lower than the point forecast of wind power and

PV power (wWIND,0
w,t ,vPV,0

v,t ) and allow for the renewables spillage.

0 ≤ PWIND
w,t ≤ wWIND,0

w,t ,∀t,∀w (48)

0 ≤ PPV
v,t ≤ vPV,0

v,t ,∀t,∀v (49)

(4) System constraints

The system power balance is formulated in Equation (50) to guarantee the power output to meet
the load requirement at each time. In the first stage, load shedding is not permitted.

NW∑
w=1

PWIIND
w,t +

NV∑
v=1

PPV
v,t +

NG∑
g=1

PG
g,t +

NC∑
c=1

(PCSP
c,t − PEH

c,t ) =

NN∑
n=1

L0
n,t ,∀t (50)

Equations (51) and (52) set the scheduled up reserve range is [Rup,−
t , Rup,+

t ], and the scheduled
down reserve range is [Rdn,−

t , Rdn,+
t ].

Rup,−
t ≤

NG∑
g=1

RG,up
g,t +

NC∑
c=1

(RPB,up
c,t + REH,up

c,t ) ≤ Rup,+
t ,∀t (51)

Rdn,−
t ≤

NG∑
g=1

RG,dn
g,t +

NC∑
c=1

(RPB,dn
c,t + REH,dn

c,t

)
≤ Rdn,+

t ,∀t (52)

(5) Chance-constraints

The reliability requirements at time t is described in the chance-constrained manner and are shown
in Equations (53) and (54). Under the circumstances that the CSP reserve and the thermal unit reserve
are considered, the load shedding case Equation (53) at time t is bounded by bl

t with the probability
greater than αl

t. A similar formulation in Equation (54) could be used for the renewables spillage
limit. The chance-constraints must be converted into the equivalent deterministic formulations to be
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employed in the UC model. The detailed introduction of chance-constrained reserve planning as well
as the linearized conversion method is described in Section 3.3.

Pr
{
ELNSt ≤ bl

t ]
}
≥ al

t ,∀t (53)

Pr
{
EWVSt ≤ bwv

t ]
}
≥ awv

t ,∀t (54)

3.2.3. The Second-Stage Constraint

The first stage utilizes the point forecasts to estimate the UC decisions and the scheduled reserve
decisions. In the second stage, the uncertainty of renewables is considered and Ns pre-determined
scenarios are generated using the method proposed in Section 3.1. In each pre-decided scenario, the
second stage constraints guarantee the first stage decisions to be appropriately deployed to satisfy the
power deviations of renewable energy.

(1) Thermal unit constraints

Equation (55) formulates the dispatched power output of each unit which equals to the day-ahead
power output in the first stage plus the reserve deployment in the second stage.

PG
g,t,s = PG

g,t + rG,up
g,t,s − rG,dn

g,t,s , ∀t,∀g,∀s (55)

Equations (56)–(58) demonstrate that the deployed reserve is constrained within the capacity
of the scheduled reserve and the up/down reserve deployment would not happen simultaneously.
Equations (59)–(61) describe the other thermal unit constraints.

0 ≤ rG,up
g,t,s ≤ oG,up_deploy

g,t,s RG,up
g,t , ∀t,∀g,∀s (56)

0 ≤ rG,dn
g,t,s ≤ oG,dn_deploy

g,t,s RG,dn
g,t , ∀t,∀g,∀s (57)

oG,up_deploy
g,t,s + oG,dn_deploy

g,t,s ≤ 1, ∀t,∀g,∀s (58)

oG
g,t,s = oG

g,t, ∀t,∀g,∀s (59)

oG
g,t,sP

G,min
g ≤ PG

g,t,s ≤ oG
g,t,sP

G,max
g , ∀t,∀g,∀s (60)

(Other constraints are the modified function of 30–31, 33–34) (61)

where, Equations (56) and (57) should be linearized by the Big-M method; PG
g,t,s stands for the power

output in the second stage; rG,up
g,t,s , rG,dn

g,t,s represent the up/down deployed reserve in stochastic scenario;

oG,up_deploy
g,t,s , oG,dn_deploy

g,t,s stand for the on/off variable of the up reserve deployment and the down reserve

deployment respectively. oG
g,t,s represents the on/off state variable of thermal unit in the second stage.

In Equation (61), the modified function has the stochastic properties, while the subscript s (the index
of second-stage scenario from 1 to NS) should be added to these modified equations. This idea also
applies for the following equations.

(2) CSP and EH constraints

Equations (62)–(65) demonstrate the power output range of the CSP station in the second stage.
Equations (66)–(69) depict the power output range of the EH equipment. Equations (70)–(73) formulate
the other CSP and EH constraints.

PCSP
c,t,s = PCSP

c,t + rPB,up
c,t,s − rPB,dn

c,t,s , ∀t,∀c,∀s (62)

0 ≤ rPB,up
c,t,s ≤ oPB,up_deploy

c,t,s RPB,up
c,t , ∀t,∀c,∀s (63)
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0 ≤ rPB,dn
c,t,s ≤ oPB,dn_deploy

c,t,s RPB,dn
c,t , ∀t,∀c,∀s (64)

oPB,up_deploy
c,t,s + oPB,dn_deploy

c,t,s ≤ 1, ∀t,∀c,∀s (65)

PEH
c,t,s = PEH

c,t − rEH,up
c,t,s + rEH,dn

c,t,s , ∀t,∀c,∀s (66)

0 ≤ rEH,up
c,t,s ≤ oEH,up_deploy

c,t,s REH,up
c,t , ∀t,∀c,∀s (67)

0 ≤ rEH,dn
c,t,s ≤ oEH,dn_deploy

c,t,s REH,dn
c,t , ∀t,∀c,∀s (68)

oEH,up_deploy
c,t,s + oEH,dn_deploy

c,t,s ≤ 1, ∀t,∀c,∀s (69)

oPB
c,t,s = oPB

c,t , ∀t,∀c,∀s (70)

oPB
c,t,sP

PB,min
c ≤ PCSP

c,t,s ≤ oPB
c,t,sP

PB,max
c , ∀t,∀c,∀s (71)

oEH
c,t,sP

EH,min
c ≤ PEH

c,t,s ≤ oEH
c,t,sP

EH,max
c , ∀t,∀c,∀s (72)

(Other constraints are the modified function of 1–20) (73)

where, Equations (63), (64), (67) and (68) should be linearized by Big-M method; PCSP
c,t,s , PEH

c,t,s stand

for the power output of the CSP and EH respectively in the second stage; rPB,up
c,t,s , rPB,dn

c,t,s represent the

up/down deployed reserve for CSP in the stochastic scenario; rEH,up
c,t,s , rEH,dn

c,t,s represent the up/down

deployed reserve for EH in the stochastic scenario; oPB,up_deploy
c,t,s , oPB,dn_deploy

c,t,s , oEH,up_deploy
c,t,s , oEH,dn_deploy

c,t,s
stand for the on/off variable of the up reserve deployment and down reserve deployment for the CSP
and EH system respectively. oPB

c,t,s, oEH
c,t,s stand for the on/off state variable of the CSP in the second stage.

(3) Wind power and PV constraints

The second stage power output of wind power and PV station are guaranteed in Equation (74).

(Modified function of 48–49) (74)

(4) System constraints

The second stage power balance is demonstrated in Equations (75) and (76). Load shedding is
permitted in the second stage.

NW∑
w=1

PWIIND
w,t,s +

NV∑
v=1

PPV
v,t,s +

NG∑
g=1

PG
g,t,s +

NC∑
c=1

(PCSP
c,t,s − PEH

c,t,s) =

NN∑
n=1

(L0
n,t−Lcur

n,t,s),∀t,∀s (75)

0 ≤ Lcur
n,t,s ≤ L0

n,t, ∀t,∀n,∀s (76)

PWIND
w,t , PPV

v,t,s stand for the power output of wind and PV respectively in the second stage. Lcur
n,t,s

represents the loss of load in the stochastic scenario.

3.3. Chance-Constrainted Reserve Planning Model

In the traditional reserve planning model, the scheduled reserve is usually set as a constant value
at each time and thermal unit provides the only reserve service in the power system. Specially, in the
robust reserve planning, a significant number of reserves are scheduled to satisfy any kind of renewable
energy deviations. Nevertheless, some extreme renewable energy outputs have low possibilities and
there is no need to meet these demands [40]. Besides, in the practical reserve planning model, the
capacity of the scheduled reserve is set as a certain percentage of system load and the additional
reserve is considered in accordance with the renewables uncertainty. However, this method is not
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applicable for the power system with high renewables penetration, which has increased power output
uncertainty [41].

Therefore, to handle the problems above, a chance-constrained reserve planning model is
proposed in this paper which is introduced as follows. Figure 3 illustrates the chance-constrained
reserve scheduling strategy.
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From Equation (27), we know that the equivalent load obeys the Gaussian distribution in each
hour, which is clearly shown in Equation (77).

LEQ, f ore
t,s =

∑NN
n=1 L0

n.t −
∑NW

w=1 wWIND, f ore
w,t,s −

∑NV
v=1 vPV, f ore

v,t,s

∼ N
(∑NN

n=1 L0
n,t −

∑NW
w=1 wWIND,0

w,t −
∑NV

v=1 vPV,0
v,t , (NWσ

WIND,v
w,t )

2
+ (NVσ

PV,v
v,t )

2
)

∼ N
(
LEQ,0

t , σ2
t

) (77)

(1) Load shedding

When the power output of renewable energy in the stochastic scenario is lower than the expected
point forecast, there is a chance that the power from thermal units, renewable energy could not satisfy
the power balance considering the overall system up reserves (thermal unit reserves and CSP reserves).

The expected value of loss-of-load probability (LOLP) is defined as “expected load not served”
(ELNS) which is shown in Equation (78). E represents the expected value.

ELNSt = E[Ft(s)
∣∣∣Ft(s) ≥ 0] (78)

where, Ft(s) is shown in Equation (79).

Ft(s) = LEQ, f ore
t,s −

NG∑
g=1

(PG
g,t + RG,up

g,t ) −

NC∑
c=1

(PCSP
c,t + RPB,up

c,t − PEH
c,t ) (79)
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The probabilistic constraints concerning ELNS is depicts in Equation (80). Pr represents the
probability value.

Pr
{
ELNSt ≤ bl

t ]
}
≥ al (80)

(2) Renewables spillage

When the stochastic renewable energy power appears higher than the expected point forecast, a
chance occurs when the power from generators exceed the load demand after the utilization of the
total system down reserves.

The expected value of wind power and PV spillage probability is defined as “expected wind and
PV spillage” (EWVS) which is shown in Equation (81).

EWVSt = −E[Ht(s)
∣∣∣Ht(s) ≤ 0] (81)

where, Ht(s) is shown in Equation (82).

Ht(s) = LEQ, f ore
t,s −

NG∑
g=1

(PG
g,t −RG,dn

g,t ) −

NC∑
c=1

(PCSP
c,t −RPB,dn

c,t − PEH
c,t ) (82)

The probabilistic constraints concerning EWVS is depicts in Equation (83).

Pr
{
EWVSt ≤ bwv

t ]
}
≥ awv (83)

Equations (80) and (83) should be converted into the equivalent deterministic formulations to be
employed in the UC model [35].

Given the parameter αl, αwv, bl
t, bwv

t , the equivalent deterministic formulations could be described
in Equations (84)–(86).

ELNSt =
1

1− αl

Ns∑
s=1

p(s)zt(s) ≤ bl
t (84)

EWVSt =
1

1− αwv

Ns∑
s=1

p(s)yt(s) ≤ bwv
t (85)

0 ≤ zt(s) ≥ Ft(s), 0 ≤ yt(s) ≥ −Ht(s) (86)

where, p(s) represents the probability of scenario S; zt(s) is the maximum value of 0 and Ft(s); yt(s) is
the maximum value of 0 and −Ht(s).

4. Results

In this section, cases are carried out based on the IEEE reliability test system. Case studies are
disposed of YALMIP (a MATLAB toolbox) [42] and are solved using CPLEX12.8.0 (an optimization
software) on a PC with a 2.20 GHz Intel processor and 8.0 RAM.

4.1. Test System

All the case studies have been tested on the modified 24-bus IEEE reliability test system, involving
24 nodes, 15 generators. The detailed parameters could be referred to in [43]. In this paper, the time
period is 24 h with the time interval 1 h. The ramping rate of the traditional thermal unit and the
CSP station in 1 h are simply assumed to be the ramping rate within 5 min [44]. The capacity of the
SF section in CSP is defined by the solar multiple (SM). SM represents the ratio of SF capacity to the
thermal energy needed to operate PB at the rated power [45]. TES capacity is denoted as the full-load
hour (FLH) which stands for the maximum hour to support CSP station to operate at the rated rate
without illumination [46].
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The capacity of the generation system is shown in Table 1. The parameters of CSP [19,20] are
illustrated in Table 2. Appendix B shows the capacities and parameters of thermal units.

Table 1. Capacity of generators in the modified 24-bus IEEE reliability power system.

Load Thermal Unit CSP PV Wind Power

Quality/N 17 15 3 3 3
Total Capacity/MW 2850 2412 1500 1500 900

Table 2. Parameters of CSP station.

Parameter Value Parameter Value

4PPB,up
c , 4PPB,dn

c 50% PPB,max
c Initial State of Charge (SOC) 50% ETES,+

c

TPB,on
c,min , TPB,o f f

c,min 2(h) EPB,st
c 50 MW−t

Solar Multiple (SM) 2.4 ηPB
c 38%

Full-load Hour (FLH) 15(h) ηTES,cha
c , ηTES,dis

c 98%
γTES

c 0.003 RPB,up,+
c , RPB,dn,+

c 30% PPB,max
c

The confidence level of load αl and the confidence level of renewables αwv are set as 0.97. ELNSt

and EWVSt are limited to 1% of the production of thermal units and CSP units [47]. Generally, the
occurrence of load shedding has worse consequence than wind spillage and the penalty cost of load
is greater than renewables [48]. Therefore, parameter cL, cw, cV, cP are respectively set as 100, 10, 10
and 30.

4.2. Results of the Proposed Model

4.2.1. Probabilistic Renewable Energy Scenarios and the Load Power Forecast

The probabilistic renewable energy scenarios and the load power are illustrated in Figure 4. For the
stochastic power forecasts of renewable energy, 5 scenarios are generated with a Latin hypercube
sampling technique for utilization in the second stage model. The uncertainty of load is generally
ignored in this paper, and the load is assumed to be independent from the renewable energy output.
It is noted that the great uncertainty of stochastic renewable energy output and the large peak-valley
difference of the expected load pose challenges to the power system operation.
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Figure 4. Point forecast and scenario-based probabilistic forecast containing: (a) wind power forecast;
(b) PV forecast; (c) CSP solar thermal power forecast; (d) load demand.

4.2.2. The Dispatch Results of the Multiple Resources with CSP and EH

The multiple generation system is composed of CSP, PV, wind power and traditional thermal
units. EH is added to the CSP station, whose capacity is set as 50% of the CSP capacity.

The power dispatch results among the multiple resources are shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a illustrates
the expected power generation of different generators. Figure 5b depicts the dispatch strategy of
the TES system. The employment of TES turns CSP into a partially dispatched resource and the
dispatchability of CSP is reflected in the following aspects. (1) At noon, when the illumination is rich
and the power output of PV station is relatively high, the grid-connected CSP could decrease its output
to around 0 (e.g., results from 12:00–16:00). In this time period, TES system is operated in the charging
state to store the excess solar energy and EH is employed to absorb the surplus power generation from
the gird for later use. (2) Correspondingly, when the power output of renewables is insufficient to meet
the late peak period, CSP station could convert to the discharging state to maintain the power supply
of CSP without light (e.g., results from 18:00–24:00). CSP could make up for the power vacancy and
keep the power balance. (3) The fast ramp of traditional thermal units resulting from the fluctuation
of load and renewables could be partially offset by the fast ramping rate of CSP. (e.g., results from
6:00–9:00 and 18:00–20:00).
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Figure 5. The power dispatch results including: (a) the coordinated operation of the multiple resources;
(b) the dispatch strategy of the TES system.

Apart from the dispatchability of the CSP station, the additional functions of TES and EH could
be demonstrated in two aspects which are clearly shown in Figure 5b. (1) TES could shift solar energy
to periods of peak demand. Through adjusting the state of TES, the TES system could absorb solar
energy from SF in the daytime, instead of generating electricity. The stored energy could be released
when needed. The control strategy of the TES system guarantees the SOC of TES at the end of the
day which supports the solar energy to be shifted between different days. The EH turns out to be the
additional option for the better use of large-capacity of TES. (2) TES provides ancillary services like
reserve services to cope with the uncertainty of renewables. From the storage level of TES system, it is
recognized that the reserve capacity is not only determined by the reserve requirement but also the
charging and discharging limits of TES, the up and down storage limits of TES and the ramping rate of
the PB system.

4.2.3. The Unit Commitment Results Considering CSP and EH

Based on the proposed model concerning CSP and EH, the unit commitment solution is shown
in Table 3, the system operating costs are shown in Table 4 and the CSP reserve planning results are
illustrated in Figure 6.

The thermal unit 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 and 8 with minor capacity of 76 MW have shut down in the test
time period which decreases the fuel cost greatly, the other eight thermal units planning are listed in
Table 3. The power vacancy arises from the reduced thermal units could be compensated by the CSP
station and the increase CSP generating cost is compensated by the decline on fuel cost as shown in
Table 4. Additionally, Table 3 records the fact that only four start-up processes happen to thermal unit
4 (76 MW), 10 (197 MW), 12 (155 MW) and 13 (155 MW) respectively. The less start-up times due to the
flexibility of CSP with EH and the low start-up cost owing to the medium capacity of thermal units
both lead to the reduction on system start-up cost illustrated in Table 4. Furthermore, the thermal unit
9 (350 MW), 14 (400 MW) and 15 (350 MW) with a large capacity keep working in the operating period
to provide base-load capacity. At last, it is clear that the power system owns high reliability. The load
shedding value is 0 which means that the power system with CSP and EH equipment has sufficient
generating capacity to meet the peak load requirements at any time during the test period.

Figure 6a,b illustrate the results of the reserve planning in CSP station, including the overall
scheduled up/down reserves in CSP stations and the actual reserve deployment in the stochastic
scenario 3. Clearly, CSP is verified to provide reserve services owing to the employment of the
large-capacity TES system. The optimized reserve solution could effectively reduce the economic cost
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by diminishing the up/down reserve during the valley load period. However, during the peak load
period, more up reserves are provided to decrease the load shedding (e.g., results from 9:00–11:00
and results from 19:00–21:00). Meanwhile, the up reserve deployment and down reserve deployment
could operate within the scheduled reserves. To sum up, the capability of the CSP station to provide
reserve services could reduce the requirement of thermal unit reserve, thus promoting the penetration
of renewable energy.

Table 3. Unit commitment solution for the stochastic model.

Time/h Thermal Unit Number

4 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
6 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
7 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
8 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
9 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
10 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
12 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
13 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
14 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
15 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
16 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 1
17 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
18 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
19 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
20 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
21 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
22 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
23 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
24 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Table 4. Results for system costs with CSP and EH equipment.

System Operating Costs ($) Value

Fuel cost 558,906.38
Start-up cost 2300

Generating cost for CSP and EH 50,701.16
Penalty cost for load shedding 0.00

Penalty cost for renewables spillage 1432.59
Cost for thermal unit reserve scheduling 13,756.84
Cost for thermal unit reserve deploying 1717.01

Total system cost 644,287.84
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Figure 6. CSP reserve planning results at stochastic scenario 3, including: (a) the total scheduled up
reserves and reserve deployment in CSP stations; (b) the total scheduled down reserves and reserve
deployment in CSP stations.

5. Discussion

In this section, in order to show the advantages of the proposed model, the comparison tests of
the hybrid power system with different situations are given in the following part, in which the impacts
on improving system flexibility through incorporating a CSP with TES/EH into the power system are
analyzed from the perspective of energy services and reserve services. What’s more, the effectiveness
of chance-constrained reserve planning is discussed in detail.

5.1. The Effects of CSP and EH in Energy Services

In this section, the effects of CSP and EH on the unit commitment and the influences on the
renewables spillage are deeply considered in the comparison tests. Three strategies are involved in
each tests. Strategy 1: no CSP and no EH; Strategy 2: with CSP but no EH; Strategy 3: with CSP and
with EH.

5.1.1. The Influences of CSP and EH on Unit Commitment

Figure 7 shows the unit commitment decisions based on stochastic scenario 3.
In Strategy 1, thermal units are the only controllable resources to cope with the renewables

uncertainty. The power output of thermal unit is constrained by the ramping limit, the operation space
and the reserve requirement. It is noted in Figure 7a that thermal units need to ramp up quickly to
counterbalance the decreased power output of the PV during the late peak hour. Therefore, as can be
seen from Figure 7, in order to meet the power output constraints, large number of generators need to
be turned on and operate at low power during abundant solar energy periods, creating the minimum
generation constraint. The minimum generation constraint could be figured out as a flat line from
12:00 to 16:00 in Figure 7a. This operation not only increases the generation cost but also influences the
penetration of renewable energy.

In Strategy 2, the dispatchable resource CSP is incorporated into the power system. Comparing
Strategy 1 with Strategy 2 in Figure 7a–c, the conclusions could be summarized as follows. Firstly,
as shown in Figure 5a and the related analysis, the solar power-driven PV and CSP station are
complementary in their capability to serve different parts of load demand. It is noted in Figure 7a
that the incorporation of the CSP could satisfy the load need in the late peak hour and thus the ramp
rate and the range requirement of thermal units are reduced considerably from around 1200 MW to
800 MW in a few hours (16:00–20:00).
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Secondly, as can be seen from Figure 7a, flexible CSP could reduce the minimum generator
constraint from about 1100 MW in Strategy 1 to 800 MW in Strategy 2. In the short term, the reduction
means that fewer thermal units need to operate at low power at noon, which is illustrated in Figure 7b,c.
In the long term, the capability of CSP to provide firm capacity could potentially alternate the inflexible
base load generating sets. The reduction of requirements for thermal units could accommodate greater
utilization of renewables, and decrease the renewables spillage. The detailed comparison of renewables
spillage is shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 7. Unit commitment results in three strategies: (a) the power supply of traditional thermal units;
(b) the generation schedule of thermal units; (c) the number of thermal units turned on.

Finally, because of the power fluctuation of renewables, fast start-up and shut-down of the
thermal units from 4:00 to 7:00 are worth noting in Strategy 1 as shown in Figure 7a,b. However, the
incorporation of the CSP could smooth the power output of thermal units through controlling the
large-capacity TES system. Therefore, the constant number of thermal units are needed in Strategy 2
which significantly reduces the start-up costs and has economic benefits.

In Strategy 3, the EH is equipped with a CSP station. From Figure 7a, the peak-valley difference
in Strategy 3 is the minimum among the three strategies (Strategy 1: 1160 MW, Strategy 2: 986 MW,
Strategy 3: 748 MW). During the daytime when the renewables resources are abundant and the
electricity price is low, the EH equipment is employed to convert redundant power output to thermal
energy stored in the TES for further use. Although the added EH would slightly increase the fuel costs
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of thermal units in the daytime, it could further utilize the room of the TES and decrease the generation
cost and electricity cost during the late peak hour.
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5.1.2. The Influences of CSP and EH on Renewables Curtailment

Figure 8 represents the effects of CSP and EH on the renewable energy curtailment considering
different probabilistic scenarios. Figure 8a shows the capacity of generators in different penetrations,
and the bar graphs in each penetration represent Strategy 1 to Strategy 3 successively. Wind power
is 10% of the total capacity, CSP and PV share the same proportion, and EH is 50% of CSP capacity.
Figure 8b illustrates the renewable energy curtailment rate in corresponding penetrations. The power
spillage includes the surplus wind power, PV power and CSP power. In three strategies, the dotted
line is the weighted average of renewable energy curtailment in Ns typical scenarios, where the weight
coefficient can be determined through scenario probability. The solid line in each strategy represents
the maximum value of renewable energy curtailment in Ns typical scenarios.

Comparing Strategy 1 with Strategy 2, it is clear that the average and maximum curtailment are
significantly reduced owing to CSP station. For instance, when the renewables penetration is 20% in
Strategy 1 (10% wind power and 10% PV), the curtailment reaches up to 36% (maximum) and 7.5%
(average). However, when the renewable energy provides an additional 10% of the system energy in
Strategy 2 (10% wind power, 10% PV and 10% CSP), the actual curtailment has dropped to less than
10% instead. Besides, CSP could effectively extend the feasible range of renewable energy penetration.
In Strategy 1, without the CSP plant, 40% renewables penetration is the estimated upper limit of
the scheduling model. In Strategy 2, although with the increasing renewables capacity, the ratio of
renewable energy curtailment rises as well, the flexibility of the CSP makes the large-scale renewable
energy penetration possible.

When an EH is added to the CSP plant, the operation of EH to reuse the surplus electricity
contributes to the further curtailment reduction of renewables. Even with 90% penetration, the
curtailment could be controlled under 30% (maximum). Therefore, the incorporation of a CSP with
TES/EH could realize the 100% renewables-dominated power system.
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5.2. The Effects of CSP and EH in Reserve Services

5.2.1. Comparison Among Different Reserve Planning Decisions

In this section, 6 different spinning reserve strategies are formulated to discuss the advantages of
the chance-constrained reserve planning model and the effects of the CSP and EH on the system costs.
Different reserve strategies are depicted in Table 5. Table 6 shows the simulation results of the system
costs based on different reserve strategy.

Table 5. Different reserve strategies.

Strategy Description

Strategy 1 Reserve adopts 10% of load forecast + additional 5% of wind forecast
No CSP reserve, and no EH

Strategy 2 Reserve adopts 10% of load forecast + additional 5% of wind forecast
With CSP reserve, but no EH

Strategy 3 Reserve adopts 10% of load forecast + additional 5% of wind forecast
With CSP reserve, and with EH

Strategy 4 Reserve adopts chance-constrained programming
No CSP reserve, and no EH

Strategy 5 Reserve adopts chance-constrained programming
With CSP reserve, but no EH

Strategy 6 Reserve adopts chance-constrained programming
With CSP reserve, and with EH

Table 6. Simulation results of system costs based on different reserve strategy.

Strategy Fuel Costs and Start-Up
Costs ($)

Penalty Costs for Load
Shedding ($)

Penalty Costs for
Renewables Spillage ($)

Strategy 1 607,959.73 2005.3 5129.12
Strategy 2 609,017.21 1705.31 2153.51
Strategy 3 610,477.49 179.29 1274.90
Strategy 4 610,624.39 197.55 6006.07
Strategy 5 611,379.23 161.18 2715.00
Strategy 6 611,907.54 0.00 1432.59

Strategy Costs for Reserve
Scheduling ($)

Costs for Reserve
Deploying ($) System Costs ($)

Strategy 1 39,615.54 6572.71 704,195.06
Strategy 2 16,363.14 5575.36 660,028.64
Strategy 3 14,402.79 2177.49 645,092.24
Strategy 4 24,599.49 5846.88 674,393.30
Strategy 5 15,963.14 4721.84 658,952.82
Strategy 6 13,756.84 1717.01 644,287.84

In Tables 5 and 6, Strategy 1, Strategy 2 and Strategy 3 are the practical reserve planning methods
with different system configurations while Strategy 4, Strategy 5 and Strategy 6 are the chance-constrained
reserve planning with different system structures. In the comparative experiments of the conventional
strategy and the proposed method, we could find that in the proposed chance-constrained manner,
although the fuel costs, the start-up costs and the penalty costs for renewables spillage would increase,
load shedding as the important criteria of system reliability would decrease significantly. Besides, the
chance-constrained strategy effectively avoids consideration of extreme renewables fluctuation with
low probability which reduces the costs for reserve scheduling and reserve deploying. Therefore, in the
same system configuration, the system costs for chance-constrained programming are much lower than
the traditional method.

To investigate the impacts of reserves from the CSP and EH on the system performance, different
reserve settings are considered in the comparative experiments. In Strategy 2 and Strategy 4, CSP
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reserves are scheduled to replace part of the costly thermal unit reserves, and in Strategy 3 and Strategy
6, the EH is installed in the power system. The consideration of CSP reserves would slightly raise the
fuel costs of thermal units, because the CSP energy to be released to the power system is now stored in
TES to provide reserve services. The operation of the EH to absorb electricity from grid would further
increase the fuel costs.

Whereas, the increase fuel costs are compensated by the decline on reserve costs. In the reserve
scheduling process, CSP reserve is considered the best replacement of the costly thermal unit reserve
which effectively minifies the requirement and the reserve scheduling cost of thermal unit reserve. In the
reserve deploying process, inevitable deviations occur between the stochastic renewables power output
and the scheduled value, and the deviations require more rapid response reserve deploying services.
The CSP reserve deployment is constrained by the PB ramp rate and range (higher than the thermal
units) and thus the reserve deploying costs decrease gently with CSP reserve services. The installation
of an EH is the choice for the drop of reserve deploying costs, because the EH could respond quickly to
mitigate the power output deviations instead of the unforeseen deployment of thermal unit reserve.
Therefore, with the scheduling cost reduction by the CSP reserve and the deploying cost reduction by
the EH equipment, the reserve costs are relatively low in Strategy 3 and Strategy 6.

In all, the chance-constrained reserve planning method with the consideration of reserve services
from the TES/EH considered that the CSP station could achieve remarkable economic results.

5.2.2. Chance-Constrained Reserve Scheduling

Figure 9a,b show the total system reserves in Strategy 3 and Strategy 6, including CSP reserves
and thermal units. It is clear that in Strategy 6, the optimized solution to the reserve scheduling
demonstrates that during the valley of load demand, the reduced amount of scheduled reserves could
decrease the system costs, and more reserves offered in the peak load hours could help reduce the
probability of load shedding. The reduced requirement of system reserves in chance-constrained
reserve planning increases the operating range of units and promotes the generation efficiency of the
power system.
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6. Conclusions

A CSP station turns out to be a dispatchable resource owing to the employment of the large-capacity
TES and rapid response EH equipment. In this paper, a CSP is incorporated into a chance-constrained
stochastic unit commitment model considering the economic and reliability criterion. The validity of
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the proposed model and the functions of the CSP and EH to provide energy and reserve services are
tested in the IEEE reliability system.

Several conclusions are drawn as follows:

(1) In the large-capacity renewables penetration system, the utilization of a TES and an EH could
reduce the generation costs of thermal units and penalty costs for renewables spillage. The higher
ramp rate and range of the CSP than thermal units support it to provide large scale of firm capacity.
The reduced requirement of thermal units allows for greater renewables penetration. The EH
enables the CSP to convert excess renewables generation into thermal units stored in TES for
later use, which further utilizes the room of the TES system and reduces the renewables spillage
significantly. The dispatchable CSP station with TES and EH makes a 100% renewable-dominated
power system possible.

(2) The reserve services provided by the CSP system with TES and EH could help decline the reserve
costs. The capacity of CSP reserves mainly provides the reserve scheduling services through
replacing expansive thermal unit reserves. The incorporation of an EH alleviates the renewables
uncertainty to avoid unpredicted thermal unit reserve deployment.

(3) In particular, the TES produces additional value by realizing the solar power shift to the periods
of reduced power output and between different days. The complementary effects of solar-driven
power CSP and PV stations enable greater use of solar energy especially in the high solar power
penetrated power system.

(4) Compared with a conventional reserve planning model, the proposed chance-constrained reserve
scheduling has both economic value and reliable significance. The severe consequences of load
shedding are greatly hedged in the proposed reserve planning method.

However, there were some limitations in this study. Firstly, the transmission expansion planning
model was not considered in the stochastic unit commitment scheduling. In addition, the double-
bounded property of wind power and PV power should be considered and the distribution function to
describe limited variables like Beta distribution could be a more reasonable choice. Finally, we expect
that the application of the proposed simulation framework into long-term planning could be carried
out in a further study.
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Abbreviations

Abbreviation Full Name Abbreviation Full Name

CSP concentrating solar power DNI direct normal irradiation
ED economic dispatch EENS expected energy not supplied
EH electrical heater ELNS expected load not served

EWVS expected wind and solar curtailment FLH full-load hour
HTF heat transfer fluid IEEE Institute of electrical and electronics engineers
LSH Latin hypercube sampling LOLP loss-of-load probability

NP-Hard non-deterministic polynomial hard PB power block
PDF probability distribution function PV solar photovoltaic
RTS reliability test system SF solar field
SM solar multiple SOC state of charge
TES thermal energy storage UC unit commitment
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Appendix A

The McCormick convex envelope method (Big-M method) is utilized to linearize the NP-Hard
problem. The technology is introduced below.

The bilinear terms in (41)–(44), (57)–(58) can be linearized using the following strategy. Let λ be
continuous variable and σ be binary variable. The bilinear term λ σ can be formulated as follows.

µ = σ · λ (A1)

Based on the Big-M technology, (A1) is rewritten in the following form.{
−M · σ ≤ µ ≤M · σ
−M · (1− σ) + λ ≤ µ ≤M · σ

(A2)

where, M is a sufficiently large number. The four constraints in (A2) are the equivalent linearized form
of (A1). The analyses of (A2) are expressed as below: (1) If σ = 0, the first constraint guarantees µ = 0,
and the second constraint always stands up. Therefore, σ = 0 means µ = 0. (2) If σ = 1, the second
constraint guarantees µ = λ, and the first constraint always holds. Therefore, σ = 1 means µ = λ.

Appendix B

Table A1. Parameters of thermal units.

Number Test Time/h
Scheduling
Cost of Up

Reserve/MW

Scheduling
Cost of Down
Reserve/MW

Deploying
Cost of Up

Reserve/MW

Deploying
Cost of Down
Reserve/MW

1 76 17 120 27.27 0.00222
2 76 17 120 27.27 0.00222
3 76 17 120 27.27 0.00222
4 76 17 120 27.27 0.00222
5 76 17 120 27.27 0.00222
6 76 17 120 27.27 0.00222
7 76 17 120 27.27 0.00222
8 76 17 120 27.27 0.00222
9 350 29 200 17.92 0.00031
10 197 23 160 16.6 0.002
11 197 23 160 16.6 0.002
12 155 21 150 19.7 0.00398
13 155 21 150 19.7 0.00398
14 400 31 220 16.19 0.00048
15 350 29 200 17.92 0.00031
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Table A2. Parameters of thermal units.

Number Capacity/MW Coal Consumption Coefficient Initial
State/h

Minimum
on Time/h

Minimum
off Time/h

Warm Start
Cost/MW

Cold Start
Cost/MW

Maximum Hot
Start Time/ha/MJ b1/(MJ) b2/(MJ/MW·h) b3/(MJ/MW2

·h)

1 76 17 120 27.27 0.00222 −1 1 1 2300 4600 0
2 76 17 120 27.27 0.00222 −1 1 1 2300 4600 0
3 76 17 120 27.27 0.00222 −1 1 1 2300 4600 0
4 76 17 120 27.27 0.00222 −1 1 1 2300 4600 0
5 76 17 120 27.27 0.00222 −1 1 1 2300 4600 0
6 76 17 120 27.27 0.00222 −1 1 1 2300 4600 0
7 76 17 120 27.27 0.00222 −1 1 1 2300 4600 0
8 76 17 120 27.27 0.00222 −1 1 1 2300 4600 0
9 350 29 200 17.92 0.00031 6 6 6 10,000 20,000 4

10 197 23 160 16.6 0.002 −3 4 4 5500 11,000 2
11 197 23 160 16.6 0.002 −3 4 4 5500 11,000 2
12 155 21 150 19.7 0.00398 −3 3 3 5000 10,000 1
13 155 21 150 19.7 0.00398 −3 3 3 5000 10,000 1
14 400 31 220 16.19 0.00048 8 8 8 12,500 25,000 5
15 350 29 200 17.92 0.00031 6 6 6 10,000 20,000 4
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